Fracking industry’s flaring problem may be much worse than thought

By Justin Miluka, Desmog Blog

In 2018, the oil and gas industry operating in North Dakota’s Bakken Shale burned off record amounts of natural gas, largely obtained via hydraulic fracturing (fracking). This process, known as flaring, costs the industry money – it literally burns one of the products being pumped out of the ground – but more importantly, the resulting release of globe-warming emissions of carbon dioxide and methane spells disaster for the climate.

And a new analysis of satellite evidence indicates the industry is likely underreporting how much gas it is actually flaring in the Permian Shale, with implications for other oil fields.

According to the Bismark Tribune, the amount of gas flared in North Dakota in October was enough to heat 4.25 million homes in America. And while the fracking industry in North Dakota is flaring the most gas in the nation, it’s not the only place this is a growing issue. Flaring reportedly also doubled in 2018 in the booming Permian Shale in Texas and New Mexico, with an estimated US$1 million a day of gas burned off.

In addition, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) recently analysed satellite data and concluded that the industry is likely underreporting the actual volumes of gas flared in the Permian. EDF says that the real numbers are closer to double what the industry reports.

This increase in flaring is just one more example of how the oil and gas industry has recklessly pushed forward with the so-called “shale revolution,” producing record amounts of oil while losing money and showing blatant disregard for the environment and climate along the way. It is also an excellent example of how federal and state regulators are allowing this to happen.

**Fracking oil means flaring gas**

Flaring has always been a part of oil production, conventional or otherwise. Natural gas often is found with oil reservoirs and when adequate infrastructure doesn’t exist to capture both the oil and gas, the gas is flared, or burned, while the oil is captured and sold. (Natural gas is primarily methane, a powerful greenhouse gas, and burning it transforms the methane to water and carbon dioxide, which is perhaps the best-known greenhouse gas.)

Flaring did not begin with fracking’s modern introduction to oil and gas fields, but the rush to develop shale fields via fracking seems to have encouraged the practice in recent years. For comparison, let’s look at Iraq.

In Iraq, where the oil industry has been rebuilding after the damages of the Iraq War, production currently falls between four and five million barrels of oil per day, using conventional drilling methods. Compare that with the approximately four million barrels per day of oil produced via fracking in the Permian Basin.

Iraq’s industry has been flaring billions of dollars of gas because there is no infrastructure to capture it, a situation companies there are moving to remedy.
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but one which will require large investments in gas processing facilities. Iraq is working with several foreign corporations to construct the infrastructure and aims to end flaring by 2021, a move projected to save over US$5 billion in the next four years.

However, the companies fracking for oil in America’s major shale plays appear less interested in building adequate capacity, which hasn’t been built in the first place, to capture the gas they currently flare. This isn’t a technological problem.

A new report from the Energy and Environmental Research Center (EERC) at the University of North Dakota suggests that North Dakota should capture the gas and store it underground, a common method of storing gas.

But as the Aliso Canyon disaster made clear when an uncontrolled leak spewed methane from a gas storage facility in southern California for several months, the approach is not without its risks. However, it is the cheapest option.

John Harju, vice president for strategic partnerships at the EERC, told the Associated Press that capturing the gas and using pipelines to move it to processing facilities is always the ideal way to handle it. However, the best option is often the most expensive option.

“The economics aren’t great, but it is economic under the right circumstance,” Lynn Helms, the director of North Dakota’s Department of Mineral Resources, said of the proposed underground gas storage plan, according to the trade publication Natural Gas Intel.

If the industry can make money capturing the gas, it will. If not, it will continue flaring.

Guidelines do little to reduce flaring

In April 2018, North Dakota updated its flaring regulations based on changes “submitted by an industry group” that were supposed to result in reduced flaring. The state’s main oil and gas industry lobbying group is the North Dakota Petroleum Council (NDPC), which is supported by the American Petroleum Institute.

According to The Associated Press, Kari Cutting, NDPC vice president, reportedly told the newspaper that the “oil industry is committed to meeting the flaring targets, even if it means cutting back on crude production.”

“We’ll do what we have to do,” Cutting said.

However, the language in the new guidelines actually gave the oil companies more options to flare. For example, according to the guidelines: “The initial horizontal well drilled ... should be allowed to produce at its maximum efficient rate, regardless if the well is connected to a gas gathering system.”

Predictably, North Dakota set records for oil production and flaring in 2018, after the new flaring guidelines were announced. So much for the oil industry’s commitment to reducing flaring even if it requires reducing oil production.

North Dakota oil production may decline in 2019 but that would be tied more to the drop in oil prices in late 2018.

And with an estimated US$10 billion more in infrastructure needed to address the North Dakota flaring issues, the fracking industry, which continues to lose money, especially with current low oil prices, appears unlikely to address flaring on a significant scale any time soon.

Ron Ness, president of the NDPC, confirmed this in remarks to the Bismarck Tribune, saying the necessary investment wasn’t going to come “right away” because “[o]ur productivity has just outpaced the expectations on gas so much.”

And so flaring will continue on the Great Plains.

Federal regulations repealed

At the end of the Obama administration in 2016, the Bureau of Land Management released new regulations “to reduce waste of natural gas from venting, flaring, and leaks during oil and natural gas production activities on onshore Federal and Indian leases.”

After Trump took over, however, the agency decided to review this new rule and in October 2018 released a revised, relaxed form of those regulations.

At the time of the release, David Bernhardt, now the acting Secretary of the Interior, explained the purpose of the changes: “We’re fulfilling a commitment to a policy vision the president established to promote clean development of our resources without regulation that encumbers business, restrains growth, and prevents job creation.”

The Midland Reporter-Telegram, a newspaper in the heart of the Permian, summarized the gutting of the Obama-era regulations, which included the removal of “requirements pertaining to waste minimisation plans, gas-capture percentages, well drilling, well completion and related operations, pneumatic controllers, pneumatic diaphragm pumps, storage vessels, and leak detection and repair.”

Or as Matt Watson of the Environmental Defense Fund explained to The New York Times: “This is a complete dismantling of federal methane regulation in the United States.”

One of the main arguments for weakening these natural gas and methane regulations was that implementing...
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them would have been cost prohibitive for some small oil and gas producers and would have caused them to stop operations.

Fracking's many climate impacts

‘Drilling Towards Disaster’, a new report by Oil Change International, outlines how fracking is driving oil and gas production in America (and being exported to the rest of the world) and the dangers this poses by driving future climate impacts at a time when rapid decarbonization of the global economy is required.

By essentially providing no real limitations on flaring, state and federal regulators are allowing the oil and gas industry to produce record amounts of oil, which accelerates climate change when the oil is burned. However, the situation also releases additional carbon dioxide when the gas is flared, without providing any economic benefit, such as powering millions of American homes.

Additionally, the methane that is leaked in the supply chain, and in some cases intentionally vented into the atmosphere, adds to global warming. Methane traps more heat than carbon dioxide in the short term.

And even with the Trump administration rolling back a number of environmental regulations like the rules for methane flaring and venting, the oil and gas industry is looking for still more deregulation from the federal government.

With the federal government now open after a 35-day-long shutdown, it’s back to business as usual.


100 people to speak on Vickery mine expansion

A groundswell of community concern over water and farming will be vented at a public hearing for Whitehaven’s proposed Vickery coal mine expansion in Boggabri and Gunnedah next week.

About 100 people have registered to speak at the hearings.

The NSW Independent Planning Commission will hold a two-day public hearing on the expansion on Monday and Tuesday after a rush of public registrations caused the NSW Government to delay the single meeting planned last year.

Listen to deep concerns

Lock the Gate spokesperson Georgina Woods said the Commission needed to listen to people’s deep concerns about the mining proposal.

“At a time when farmers are struggling against a crippling drought and brutal heatwaves, the effect of this mining proposal on water, and the amount of water it will consume, will be front of mind for many. "We are expecting large numbers of concerned locals to attend these public hearings, despite the drought.”

Ms Woods said 18% of the water supply for the mine over its 26 years of operation was expected to come from the Namoi River itself and close to 60% would be captured as run-off on the site, and prevented from entering the river system.

“We are also now seeing fish deaths at Lake Keepit on the Namoi River, upstream of where Whitehaven plans to build their mine extension, which is virtually dry and will not be releasing any more water until rains come.

“The latest NSW regional drought report says there are cease to flow conditions extending from Keepit to Narrabri,” she said.

Historic Mackellar home threatened

“In addition, Vickery would have an unpredictable impact on nearby Kurrumbede, the former home of renowned Australian poet, Dorothea Mackellar.

“Australian champion swimmer Boy Charlton also used to train in the Namoi River near the proposed mine. This region is rich in Australian history, yet the NSW Government appears ready to ignore these priceless values in return for a quick buck from mining royalties.”

The Vickery public hearings will take place over two days, at Boggabri RSL Memorial Club on Monday, February 4 and at Gunnedah Town Hall, on Tuesday, February 5, with both starting at 9am.

3CR Community Radio

Earth Matters

‘Knitting Nanas against gas, coal and greed’, and other podcasts about coal, oil and gas can be found at: https://www.3cr.org.au/earthmatters
Traditional Owners continue to resist Adani’s ‘invasion’

The Federal Court appeal against Adani’s ‘sham Indigenous Land Use Agreement’ will go ahead after the Traditional Owners secured financial backing. The security of costs for the hearing in May will now be covered by public interest litigation group the Grata Fund.

The Grata Fund, whose patron is former federal court judge and corruption fighter Tony Fitzgerald AC QC, and whose board includes former Victorian judge Marcia Neave and human rights lawyer Jennifer Robinson, has stepped in to guarantee the bond for the five appellants.

The W&J Council says the Traditional Owners and their community refuse to back down, and the Council will continue its campaign to defeat Adani and its political and industry barrackers.

The Council is also grateful that the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (UN CERD) has stepped in to demand Australia consider suspending the Adani project over apparent Indigenous rights breaches.

W&J Traditional Owner and lead spokesperson Adrian Burragubba said, “Adani is attempting to invade, occupy and plunder our land, contravening our human rights and denying us our property, under the cover of a bogus land use agreement. Their rent-a-crowd ILUA is not supported by the legitimate W&J Traditional Owners from the Carmichael Belyando native title claim area.

“We have made sure our Federal Court appeal can proceed because we are determined to prove that Adani does not have our consent for its mine, and to ensure it is never allowed to destroy our country and our future.

“Our people have survived 231 years since the start of colonisation in this continent, and we can survive this onslaught from Adani. We are determined to defend our country from destruction’, he said.

The confirmation of the appeal comes as the United Nations (UN) has intervened under its early warning and urgent action provisions to demand Australia answer concerns about breaches of the W&J People’s internationally protected rights. The UN expressed concern over the ‘Adani amendments’ to the Native Title Act in 2017, as well as alleged breaches of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and the failure to obtain the genuine “free, prior and informed consent” of the relevant Traditional Owners.

Ms Linda Bobongie, Chairperson of the W&J Council said: “We have called on the UN CERD to highlight our plight and to bring pressure onto the Australian and Queensland Governments to prevent these threats from Adani to our people and to our traditional lands and waters.

Discriminatory legislation

“The legal system is being used as a weapon against us because we have chosen to stand up to defend our lands and waters, and our rights. Discriminatory legislation, such as the Native Title Act, and punishing costs, are allowed to override our rights and leave us open to ruthless suppression by an increasingly desperate and farcical Adani”, she said.

Ms Bobongie, is writing on behalf of the Council to Mr. Michel Forst, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, and Ms. Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, over ongoing abuses in relation to the Carmichael project and Adani’s recent move to bankrupt W&J leader, Adrian Burragubba.

Ms Bobongie said: “We are requesting interventions from the UN Rapporteurs, and we will be calling on social justice groups and our hundreds of thousands of supporters around Australia to back our demands.

“We ask the Queensland Government to provide protection from bankruptcy to Mr Burragubba and the other appellants. We demand Adani cease its harassment and undermining of Mr. Burragubba and cease its bankruptcy proceeding. And we call on the Commonwealth Government and Opposition to ensure that access to equal justice to defend our rights is not undermined by punitive cost orders and the kind of aggressive corporate conduct Adani is allowed to engage in.

“UN Rapporteur Tauli-Corpuz has reported that ‘a global crisis is unfolding. The rapid expansion of development projects on indigenous lands without their consent is driving a drastic increase in violence and legal harassment against Indigenous Peoples,” she said.

Mr Burragubba concluded: “Adani will not stop us by trying to silence our voice with their awful bankruptcy tactic, which is intended to intimidate us. They will not succeed. They cannot have our lands, our heritage and our children’s futures, which are worth far more than they could ever compensate us from their ill-conceived mine.”
Dartbrook mine creeps onto Hunter farmland

A mine modification recommended for approval by the NSW Department of Planning this week is the thin end of the wedge for mining to creep into the productive Upper Hunter Shire and the region’s strategic agricultural land, which has no protection from coal mining.

The recommendation, if approved by the Independent Planning Commission, would mean the Dartbrook coal mine would be reopened, extending mining into the Upper Hunter Shire and under land mapped as strategic agricultural land.

Lock the Gate Alliance spokesperson Georgina Woods said the recommendation was in direct contrast with what the local council and landholders wanted, and demonstrated a failure of planning law to achieve balance.

“The community sees this as a stalking horse for an open cut mine, which the company has previously said it wants. There’s nothing in the law that would prevent this site and the farmland that surrounds it from being open cut,” she said.

“Lock the Gate Alliance stands with the residents of Aberdeen and the Hunter Valley who want farmland to be off-limits to open cut coal mining.”

Adani is embroiled in a finch fight, grabbing headlines as it seeks to discredit scientists appointed by the Queensland government to review its finch conservation plan (p6). The company has its own anonymous ecologist defending the plan, and claims the finch is doomed unless the mine goes ahead. Their ecologist won’t provide a name, in case greeny-lefties follow the individual home.

Adani is playing the job numbers game again, claiming its new slimmed-down version of the project will create 1,500 jobs (p7). The original version boasted 10,000 direct and indirect jobs, but in court it was admitted the real number was only 1,464 direct and indirect jobs spread over 30 years. FFB is sceptical that a much reduced project could provide 1,500 direct jobs – let alone more than 6,000 indirect jobs the company says will be created. Adani is using a discredited job generation formula provided by the Queensland Resources Council (QRC).

Adani says 14,500 hopefuls have applied for jobs – but their ‘jobs portal’ only invites expressions of interest. A mere handful of actual Adani jobs appear on it.

Mining’s public image was blotted as an iron ore tailings dam collapsed in Brazil, with over 300 people thought to have died (p7-8). This is the second collapse of its kind in Brazil, with over 300 people having been killed less than four years earlier. Both collapsed dams belonged to Vale, which partnered with BHP at the site of the first dam collapse.

The climate crisis was on front pages everywhere, as yet another heatwave broke temperature records (p9). Bushfires raged in Tasmania while around a million fish died in the fetid waters of the Murray-Darling river system.

Climate and energy policy is guaranteed to be a hot topic until the federal election, as a number of independent candidates emerge to challenge the Coalition (p10-12). Groups such as ICAN (Independents for Climate Action Now) and Grey Power Climate Protectors (p10) are also powering up, although the miners are hitting back (p11).
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THE ADANI SAGA


Adani the only hope for endangered black-throated finch’s survival

Des Houghton, Courier-Mail, 27/01/2019

The endangered black-throated finch faces extinction if the Adani coal mine does not go ahead, ecologists warned yesterday.

Adani Mining CEO Lucas Dow confirmed that a massive conservation protection zone around the finch planned by the mining giant would be scrapped if protesters succeeded in stopping the mine.

The vulnerable finch would then be at the mercy of packs of feral cats that feast on the birds while wild pigs would further destroy its habitat.

“Ironically these kind of mining projects create security of habitat that otherwise would not exist,” said an ecologist who asked not to be named for fear of Green-Left reprisals.

He said proponents of the mine had been threatened and Adani contractors followed home. The finch had everything to lose if the State Government succeeded in blocking the mine.


Adani CEO spruiks “trickle down” benefits in Towers; laments State Government woes

Marcel Baum, Northern Miner, 27/01/2019

Charters Towers is set to also reap the benefits from Adani’s Carmichael megamin, Adani Mining chief executive officer Lucas Dow said during a visit.

Mr Dow spoke fondly of his time in the city as he was introduced to the area while spruiking the secondary benefits of the project.

The CEO spruiked mining’s “trickle down” benefits, citing the Queensland Resources Council’s economic modelling, which states for every one direct job in the Queensland resources industry, 4.5 additional indirect jobs are supported.

There will be approximately 1500 direct jobs during the initial construction and ramp up of the Carmichael Project, which an Adani spokesman said will support 6750 additional jobs.

[Editor’s note: QRC’s economic modelling has been discredited by The Australia Institute.]


Us and them: Which side are you on in Adani debate?

John Andersen, Townsville Bulletin, 27/01/2019

It’s Australia Day.

A lot of us will sink a few coldies around the barbecue while watching perfectly good steak turn to charcoal.

There’s “us” who want to see the Adani mine start so that jobs and wealth are created for at least a couple of decades to come.

There’s “us” who believe that coal should be mined and burnt until the world finds a way to run homes and industry on cheaper power.

Then there’s “them” who hate coal, hate farmers, hate business and who probably, when it’s all said and done, hate a lot of the things that provide them with so much of their everyday comfort and convenience.

This leads us to the Black Throated Finch ...

And now the Queensland Environment Minister Leanne Enoch has appointed Professor Brendan Wintle to lead the review of Adani’s Black Throated Finch management plan.

If you were in the bunny hugging business and were hiring you’d look at Prof Wintle’s resume and say “impeccable”. ...
Adani threatens largest known flock of endangered finches

Stuart Layt, Brisbane Times, 30/01/2019

Adani’s proposed Carmichael Coal Mine in central Queensland could destroy the last major habitat of the endangered black-throated finch, a new report has warned.

A report in the journal Environmental Science and Policy, published on Wednesday, called ‘How to Send a Finch Extinct’, found there were two main areas where the finches still have a viable habitat – in the Galilee Basin and near Townsville.

Almost 14,500 people have lodged interest in working at Adani’s Carmichael coal mine which remains in limbo after the Palaszczuk Government ordered an 11th hour review.

“When you get 14,500 people wanting to work for you and most of these people come from Queensland, you would hope the Queensland Government would take notice,” Adani Australia Mining chief executive Lucas Dow said.

[Editor’s note: Adani’s jobs portal encourages never-ending corporate feudalism]

MINING MAYHEM

Brazil dam collapse: hundreds missing after mining disaster

Dom Phillips, The Guardian, 26/01/2019

As many as 200 people are missing after three dams operated by the mining giant Vale collapsed in the Brazilian state of Minas Gerais, releasing a wave of red mining waste and prompting fears of widespread contamination.

Among those missing were 100 mine workers who were having lunch in an administrative area when it was hit by a torrent of sludge and water, said a fire brigade spokesman, Lieutenant Pedro Alhara.

COAL ROCKS ON

ARTC accused of dirty coal train ‘secret’

Judith Kerr, Quest Newspapers, 31/01/2019

A campaign to stop coal trains running on a proposed inland freight line has been ramped up, after the federal government was attacked for withholding information.

The government’s Australian Rail Track Corporation was in the firing line when Logan City councillors Laurie Smith and Trevina Schwarz took up the plight of residents living along the proposed Kagaru to Acacia Ridge section of the Inland Rail line.

“This seems to be flying under the radar and the federal government is certainly not raising the coal issue,” Cr Schwarz said. “They are not attending to the residents, they are not letting them know details, they are not raising the alarms.

“We were basically told that it was not going to be consultation and engagement and basically, we are going to be told when they start building it.”

Cr Smith said residents wanted a passenger line and could live with a busy freight line but were opposed to coal trains.

Cr Smith said households using tank water would also suffer and residents living along the line faced a life breathing in toxic coal dust while watching their property values slump, if the plans went ahead without an environmental impact assessment.

Currently there are 30 to 40 trains a week on the line.

But, Cr Smith said, that would jackpot to 45-64 trains a day by 2040, which equated to one every 32 minutes.

“And we’re not talking about a normal goods trains, these are 1.8km in length and by 2040 could even be 3.6km in length — that’s a lot of dust.”

MINING MAYHEM

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jan/25/brazam- dam-collapse-hundreds-missing-after-mining-disaster-brumadi-
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The dam collapse came less than four years after Brazil’s worst environmental disaster was caused by the failure of a tailings dam at Mariana in the same state. That dam was operated by Samarco, which at the time of the disaster was half-owned by Vale.

Environmentalists said Brazil had failed to learn from the Mariana disaster, in which 375 families lost their homes, and are yet to be rehoused. The three companies which operated the Mariana dam – Samarco, Vale and the Australian mining giant BHP Billiton – spent more than $1bn on a huge clean-up and relief operation and paid millions of dollars in fines over the disaster. But no individual has been convicted.


Search for 300 missing after deadly Brazil dam collapse
AP, SMH, 27/01/2019

Sao Paulo: Rescuers in a helicopter on Saturday searched for survivors in a huge area in south-eastern Brazil buried by mud from the collapse of dam holding back mine waste, with at least ten people dead and up to 300 missing.

Nearly a full day since the disaster happened, finding many more survivors was looking increasingly unlikely.


Fresh alert over Brazil dam collapse as relatives’ anguish intensifies
Dom Phillips & Seth Jacobson, The Guardian, 28/01/2019

Fading hopes for survivors of a deadly dam collapse in Brazil were further dashed on Sunday when rescue efforts were temporarily halted because of concerns that another dam operated by the same company was also at risk of rupturing.

As the search was paused authorities began evacuating several neighbourhoods in the south-eastern city of Brumadinho that were within range of the B6 dam owned by the Brazilian mining company Vale.


Brazil mining dam collapse sees five people arrested as Vale SA offers compensation
ABC, 30/01/2019

Brazilian authorities have arrested five people in connection with a dam collapse that killed at least 65 people as it plastered part of a city with red-brown mud and mining waste.

The arrests came as rescue crews worked for the fifth day and searched for survivors or bodies of the hundreds missing. Three employees of Brazilian miner Vale SA and two other engineers working on behalf of the company have been arrested, deepening a crisis for the company after another deadly disaster at one of its mines.


The ‘Gas Hunger Games’: Four predictions for gas in 2019
Cole Latimer, SMH, 28/01/2019

LNG and gas were the fastest growing commodities in Australia in 2018, putting the country on the path to become the world’s number one LNG exporter this year, but the 12 months ahead looks less rosy for the industry than 2018.

Analysts at KPMG, Wood Mackenzie and Credit Suisse have outlined their top four predictions for gas and LNG in 2019, forecasting the highs and lows ahead for the industry this year.

• Australian LNG dominates, but not for long
• New government, new policy
• An exporter and importer
• More mergers

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=12197076&fbclid=IwAR0_kT59UC

China plans to use a nuclear bomb detonator to release shale gas
NZ Herald, 27/01/2019

China is planning to apply the same technology used to detonate a nuclear bomb over Hiroshima during the second world war to access its massive shale gas reserves in Sichuan province. While success would mean a giant
leap forward not only for the industry but also Beijing’s energy self-sufficiency ambitions, some observers are concerned about the potential risk of widespread drilling for the fuel in a region known for its devastating earthquakes.

Despite being home to the largest reserves of shale gas on the planet – about 31.6 trillion cubic metres according to 2015 figures from the US Energy Information Administration, or twice as much as the United States and Australia combined – China is the world’s biggest importer of natural gas, with about 40 per cent of its annual requirement coming from overseas...

But all that could be about to change, after a team of nuclear weapons scientists led by Professor Zhang Yongming from the State Key Laboratory of Controlled Shock Waves at Xian Jiaotong University in Shaanxi province, released details of a new “energy rod” that has the power to plumb depths never before thought possible.

Unlike hydraulic fracturing, or fracking as it is more commonly known, which uses highly pressurised jets of water to release gas deposits trapped in sedimentary rock, Zhang’s torpedo-shaped device uses a powerful electric current to generate concentrated, precisely controlled shock waves to achieve the same result. ...

Real Energy flows gas from its latest Cooper Basin well, lodges pipeline application

Lauren Baret, Smallcaps, 29/01/2019

Emerging gas developer Real Energy has continued its winning streak in the Cooper Basin after recording strong initial flow rates at its Tamarama-3 well, prompting the company to move forward with its commercialisation plans for the area.

Providing shareholders with an update on the well, the company announced a flow rate of 2.5 million cubic feet a day from initial testing conducted over the weekend.

Real Energy completed a four-stage fracture stimulation program at Tamarama-3 last October, to a depth below 2,300 metres. ... Based on the positive flow rates, the company has acted quickly in moving ahead with its commercialisation plans, lodging an application for a pipeline licence between its Tamarama wells and the Santos-operated Mt Howitt gas gathering facility. ...

Real Energy’s Cooper Basin operation. Photo: supplied

CLIMATE CRISIS

The world can limit global warming to 1.5°C and move to 100% renewable energy while still preserving a role for the gas industry, and without relying on technological fixes such as carbon capture and storage, according to our new analysis.

The One Earth Climate Model – a collaboration between researchers at the University of Technology Sydney, the German Aerospace Center and the University of Melbourne, and financed by the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation – sets out how the global energy supply can move to 100% renewable energy by 2050, while creating jobs along the way.

It also envisions how the gas industry can fulfil its role as a “transition fuel” in the energy transition without its infrastructure becoming obsolete once natural gas is phased out...

In our scenario, the conversion of gas infrastructure from natural gas to hydrogen and synthetic fuels will start slowly between 2020 and 2030, with the conversion of power plants with annual capacities of around 2 gigawatts. However, after 2030, this transition will accelerate significantly...

Our analysis shows how the various technical and economic barriers to implementing the Paris Agreement can be overcome. The remaining hurdles are purely political.


Origins Energy begins drilling work in the Beetaloo Basin 600km south of Darwin

Gary Shipway, NT News, 30/01/2019

Origin Energy has begun drilling work at some well sites in the Beetaloo Basin 600km south of Darwin.

Falcon Oil & Gas Ltd said its joint-venture partner and operator of the Beetaloo project Origin had now signed a rig contract with Ensign Australia for Rig 963 for the 2019 Stage 2 Beetaloo drilling program, with an option to extend the contract into 2020.

Work has already started at some well sites...

If proven the gas could supply the east coast via the Amadeus pipeline from Alice Springs to Tennant Creek and the NGP from Tennant Creek to Mount Isa.

'Just nightmare stuff': blackout for 130,000 homes as system falters

Cole Latimer, Simone Fox Koob & Rachael Dexter, SMH, 25/01/2019

Up to 130,000 Melbourne households have been hit with power outages on Friday for as long as two hours as the energy market operator tries to stave off larger blackouts.
The deliberate move to cut power to Melburnians came as two of the state’s major power generators suffered major breakdowns as Victoria sweltered through a heatwave, pushing the system to its limits. ...

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/27/warming-world-gets-older-wiser-richer-activists-
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jan/27/warming-world-gets-older-wiser-richer-activists-

What would Australia look like powered by 100% renewable energy?

Nicky Ison, The Guardian, 28/01/2019

This week, Liberal party donor and coal plant owner Trevor St Baker is proposing with the help of his mates in government to build two new coal power stations in Australia at the expense of taxpayers. ...

There are now at least nine studies conducted during the decade that have analysed how Australia can move from an electricity system based on pollut-
ging coal and gas to one powered by the sun, wind and waves. ...

So how would it work? If we get our policies and regulation right, the electri-
city system of the future could look something like this:

1. Big on wind and solar
2. Lots of different technologies in different locations
3. Small, so everyone can benefit
4. Demand is as important as supply
5. Poles and wires – we’ll build them only when we need them
6. Industry and transport go renew-
able too, and not just in Australia
7. Resilient to extreme weather

-Nicky Ison, founding director of the Community Power Agency and research
associate at the Institute for Sustainable Futures at the University of Technology
Sydney.

Warming world gets older, wiser, richer activists hot under the collar

Ben Sme, The Guardian, 27/01/2019

When Audrey Cooke first spoke to her family about her retirement plans, they had one condition: “Don’t get arrested.” ... And she is now a full-time climate activist. ...

Cooke is one of a growing number of older protesters using their retirement to help the climate movement. Her tiny 1.5 metre (4ft 11in) frame has be-

come familiar at protest marches and demonstrations.

Miriam Robinson, 58, is the spokes-
woman for the Grey Power Climate
Protectors. She says one of the group's first aims is to encourage grandparents to attend the next school strike on 15 March. ...

“Heatwaves can be deadly for the elderly and infants. Older people will change their vote for their own sake but also [for] their kids and grandkids.”

A former Greens leader, Bob Brown, says older Australians look at the world “with mixed feelings of amazed horror”.

“They come equipped with unprece-
dented amounts of time, money and motivation. This is a cauldron of un-
tapped civil action from vote-changing to direct protest, and climate change is the major target.

“The money-driven absurdity of Adani is on a collision course with thousands of environment-alarmed older Austra-
lans who are prepared to give up time, money and comfort to help save the planet.”

Brown plans to lead a convoy of vehi-
cles – appealing to grey nomads – from Tasmania to Bowen in Queensland later this year. ...

More than 400 supporters wearing striking turquoise “Vote 1 Zali Steggall” T-shirts assembled under a Moreton Bay fig in a park in Balgowlah ...

Steggall said [climate change policy] would be a focus of her campaign. ...

Later in the day, asked about Steggall’s attack on his record on climate change, Abbott said he would “not get into tit-
for-tat arguments with any particular candidate”, but argued Australia only contributed 1.3% of global greenhouse
gas emissions. ...

Shenhua coalmine planning works ‘could desecrate Indigenous sacred sites’

Gabrielle Chan, The Guardian, 27/01/2019

A quiet change to Shenhua’s New South Wales planning conditions for its open-cut Watermark coalmine could desecrate sites of Indigenous cultural significance before the federal environment minister decides whether they should be protected.

Gamilaraay man and native title appli-
cant for the Gomeroi people, Raymond Weatherall, has warned successive failures to protect sacred places on the development site in the Liverpool Plains in north-west NSW, could lead to direct conflict between the Gomeroi, the state government and the Chinese state-owned company Shenhua.

He is one of the approximately 190 Gomeroi applying to the federal gov-
ernment for permanent protection of their sacred sites ...
German plan to phase out coal would cost a cool $64 billion
Melissa Eddy, SMH, 27/01/2019

Berlin: Germany will spend tens of billions of dollars to end its use of coal power within two decades, if a plan agreed to by representatives of the power industry, environmental movement, miners and local interest groups becomes official policy.

The deal, hammered out on Saturday after more than 20 hours of intense, often fractious negotiating among a 28-member commission appointed last year by Chancellor Angela Merkel, would be one of the most significant energy transformations a nation has yet attempted in the face of climate change.

30 countries have already set out proposals to cut their carbon emissions by eliminating coal, the dirtiest and cheapest fossil fuel, including Britain, Canada and Sweden. But none of those plans are of the scale laid out in Germany, an industrial giant that currently relies on coal for almost a third of its energy needs. ...

How one think tank poisoned Australia’s climate debate
Kishor Napier-Raman, Crikey, 29/01/2019

In the 1980s, long before there was widespread public awareness of the proximity of imminent environmental apocalypse, before climate change became a wedge issue that toppled Australian prime ministers and divided politics, free market think tanks like the Institute of Public Affairs were busy sowing the seeds of doubt.

Today, those seeds have grown into vast tendrils which have a stranglehold on politics. The IPA exists as a conduit between the respectable mainstream right, represented by the Liberal Party, and fringe climate deniers, whose marginal views are largely rejected by the rest of the scientific community. Their greatest success, mirroring that of other free market think tanks in the United States, has been to stitch climate denialism into the very fabric of the conservative political identity. ...

The IPA is the most visible face of a labyrinthine network of smaller, more obscure organisations with which it remains indirectly connected. [The Eureka Forum, the Australian Environment Foundation, the Australian Climate Science Coalition.]

While the IPA is notoriously coy about its finances, court documents reveal Gina Rinehart’s Hancock Prospecting donated $4.5 million to the organisation in 2016 and 2017, amounting to about half of its income. There is also evidence that Exxon Mobil, Shell, Caltex and Esso have all funded the IPA.

The IPA and the AEF give substantial airtime to the renegade scientists and glorified lobbyists who make up the intellectual core of the Australian denier movement. [Jennifer Marohasy, Alan Moran, Peter Ridd, Ian Plimer.]

Will Abbott’s legacy be the destruction of his own party?
Kaye Lee, Australian Independent Media Network, 29/01/2019

Tony Abbott’s relentless campaign to “axe the tax” marked a turning point for the Coalition. They put all their efforts into ignoring or denying the potential catastrophe awaiting us unless we take urgent action to reduce our emissions and now, they can’t back away from it despite the growing concern in the community.

The community wants renewable energy but the Coalition are stuck with the line that “the sun doesn’t always shine and the wind doesn’t always blow”, seemingly deliberately ignoring the storage options that are being developed. And all the other suggestions about interconnectors or small-scale local grids etc. ...

Oliver Yates slams Coalition’s “repulsive” Coal antics
Samantha Maiden, New Daily, 29/01/2019

Scott Morrison’s “repulsive” embrace of a lump of coal on the floor of Parliament will go down in history as no different to brandishing “a pile of asbestos”, according to the Liberal renegade challenger Treasurer Josh Frydenberg.

Oliver Yates, the former Clean Energy Foundation chief who quit the Liberal Party on Tuesday in preparation to run as an independent candidate for the seat of Koooyong, has slammed the Coalition for its “disgraceful” climate change policies.

Mr Yates was ejected from a Liberal fundraiser two years ago after he expressed his “repulsion” at Mr Morrison’s “coal antics”.

“Well, at the end of the dinner Jane Hume, who was the senator who is sitting next to me who is generally quite sensible, decided to give a vote of thanks to Scott Morrison and decided the best way to thank Scott Morrison for his service to Victoria was to give him a fake lump of brown coal,” Mr Yates said.

“And they considered that as funny. I was quite offended by that because effectively you might as well just be giving someone a pile of asbestos and saying, ‘Why don’t you play around
with that for half an hour?’ And it’s disgraceful. I took umbrage at that and made my views known.” ... 

Mr Yates has also dismissed Mr Frydenberg as a careerist, who stands for nothing when it comes to the environment. ... 


**The Liberal party has lost the plot – that’s why I’m running as an independent**

Oliver Yates, The Guardian, 30/01/2019

The environment in Canberra within the Liberal party is toxic. We have to change the way politics is done in Australia. ... 

The time has come when I’m compelled to act as the situation we face is so dire, and the quality of the actors so poor, and the unwillingness of the Liberal party to reform is so evident that the right question is “how can you just sit there and not stand?”

We have to change the way politics is done in Australia so we can address climate change, restore political integrity and ensure business operates within society’s expectations and not as an entity unto itself. ...


**Watershed**: BHP, Rio urge constitutional recognition of Indigenous Australians

Darren Gray & Hamish Hastie, The Age, 31/01/2019

Indigenous leaders say a push by mining giants Rio Tinto and BHP for Indigenous Australians to be recognised in the constitution is a “watershed” moment and have urged other businesses to pledge their support. 

The two miners, who between them employ thousands of indigenous workers, released a joint statement on Thursday backing the Uluru Statement from the Heart released in 2017 calling for a special Indigenous body to advise Parliament.

But the agreement did not win over Prime Minister Scott Morrison, who said the miners were well-intentioned in backing a constitutionally-enshrined Indigenous “voice to Parliament” but reiterated his own scepticism about the proposal.